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California 92093 
A direct Green function approach based on the O’Malley construction and the 
Riccati transformation is used to study solutions of boundary-layer type for a 
singularly perturbed conditionally stable vector equation subject to general boundary 
conditions. The required assumptions are mild and involve only natural conditions 
that are induced by the O’Malley construction. In particular, certain restrictive 
assumptions on the magnitudes of the boundary-layer jumps, the signs of the real 
parts of certain eigenvalues, and the structure of the vector equation are avoided. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We use a direct Green function approach coupled with the O’Malley 
construction to study boundary layer solutions for the vector boundary-value 
problem 
dx 
- = u(t, x, Y, 4 
dt 
4 
E-g = v(t, x, Y, 4 forOItI1, 04 
with 
H(X(O, E), X(1, E), Y(o, E), Y(l, E), E) = 0, 
for small values of & (E + O+), for solution functions x = x( t, E) and 
y = y(t, E) that are respectively m-dimensional and n-dimensional real 
vector-valued functions, and where the given data functions U, V, and H 
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are respectively m-dimensional, n-dimensional, and (m + n)-dimensional 
vector-valued functions. Various other boundary-value problems for higher 
order differential equations can be written in the form (l.l), such as the 
problem 
which corresponds to the case m = n with U(t, x, y, E) := y in (1.1). We 
therefore include such higher order problems in our study of (1.1). 
Boundary-value problems of the type (1.1) occur in many areas including 
semiconductor physics, control theory, and the theory of chemical flow 
reactors (cf. O’Malley [40], Kokotovic [32], and Smith [46]). 
In the scalar case m = n = 1, solutions of various problems of the type 
(1.1) possessing boundary layers at only one endpoint have been studied by 
many authors including von Mises [34], Coddington and Levinson 191, Brish 
[l], Wasow [50], Cochran [8], Vasil’eva [49], Harris [21], Willett [51], Erdelyi 
[12, 131, O’Malley [36, 37, 39, 401, Chang [3], Yarmish [52], Rosenblat [43], 
Howes [26, 271, and van Harten [24, 251. Most of these studies have made 
rather strong assumptions on the magnitude of the boundary-layer jump, 
the sign of I$ or on the regularity of the data. Also, these studies have 
dealt only with various special cases of separated boundary conditions of 
the form 
+(o, 4, Y&4 E), E) = 0, P(X(l, E), Y(l, E), E) = 0, (1.3) 
for suitable given functions (Y(x, y, E) and /I(x, y, E) that are regular at 
E = 0, in which case the function H-has the special form H( q, r, s, z, E) 
a(q,s,e) 
= B(r,z,e) ( 1 
with the variables evaluated at q = x(0, E), r = x(1, E), s = 
~(0, E), and z = ~(1, E) in (1.1). The boundary conditions of (1.3) are 
spatially separated in the sense that the first condition involves boundary 
values only at the left endpoint while the second condition involves 
boundary values only at the right endpoint. 
In the vector case various problems of the type (1.1) or (1.2) with 
spatially separated boundary conditions have been studied in Hadlock [19], 
Habets [18], Freedman and Kaplan [17], Chang [4-61, Flaherty and O’Malley 
[16], Howes and O’Malley [28], O’Malley [41, 421, O’Donnell [35], Chang 
and Howes [7], Kelley [30], and Kirschvink [31]. As in the scalar case, these 
vector studies have also generally made either strong assumptions on the 
magnitudes of the boundary-layer jumps, the signs of the real parts of 
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certain eigenvalues of VY, or on the regularity of the data, and also in some 
cases severe restrictions have been placed on the permitted structure of U 
and V so as to permit only systems that are weakly coupled. And again 
these studies do not permit boundary-coupling a; in (1.1). 
The spatially coupled boundary-value problem (1.1) has been studied in 
Chang [2], Harris [23], Ferguson [15], and Smith [46, Chap. 91 for the linear 
case in which U, V, and H are afhne functions of x and y. Related linear 
boundary-value problems have been studied by Harris [20, 221, O’Malley 
[38], and other authors cited in these references. The nonlinear case has 
been considered in Esipova [14]. Our methods differ from Esipova [14], and 
we are able to obtain more explicit results subject to broader conditions 
that are both less restrictive and easier to check. 
The desirability of a direct Green function approach for singularly 
perturbed boundary-value problems has long been appreciated. For exam- 
ple, in the context of a scalar Dirichlet problem for (1.2), Wasow [50] 
remarked that the problem “ . . . could probably be investigated by Picard’s 
method making use of Green’s function.” Wasow pointed out some of the 
advantages of the Green function method, but noted that the necessary 
calculations to obtain the Green function seemed to be rather involved. For 
this reason the Green function approach was not used in early studies of 
such problems. For example, Wasow [50] and O’Malley [37, 39, 401 gave 
proofs of existence based on the Borel-Ritt theorem. The full potential, 
power and efficacy as well as simplicity of the direct Green function 
approach in providing existence and error estimates for a wide variety of 
linear and nonlinear singularly perturbed problems of both boundary-layer 
and interior-layer types are only now emerging, based on the availability of 
the Riccati transformation (cf. Smith [45-471, Jeffries [29], and Ross and 
Smith [44]). 
The O’Malley construction is an effective tool for the development of 
putative approximate solutions for many singular perturbation problems 
involving differential, integral, and integrodifferential equations (cf. 
O’Malley [39-411, Smith [46], Jeffries [29], and Lange and Smith [33]). We 
use the G’Malley construction to obtain an approximate solution for (1.1) 
which may have boundary layers at either or both endpoints, and then a 
Riccati transformation leads easily to an explicit construction of the Green 
function for the linearization of the problem about the proposed approxi- 
mate solution. The resulting Green function representation for the lineari- 
zation provides directly the existence of an exact solution for (1.1) along 
with error estimates. The resulting exact solution is well approximated by 
the given approximate solution, yielding precise and detailed information 
on the solution throughout the compact interval 0 I t I 1 for E + O+. Our 
assumptions for existence are mild and involve only natural conditions that 
are induced by the O’Malley construction. For example, we permit VY, 
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evaluated along the approximate solution, to become singular within the 
boundary layers. We concentrate on the non-Dirichlet case as the Dirichlet 
problem has been studied in Smith [47] using these same methods. These 
methods have also been used in Jeffries [29] to study solutions of interior- 
layer type for a related problem. 
Section 2 contains a discussion of our assumptions, and Section 3 
discusses the approximate solutions provided by the O’Malley construction. 
The Riccati transformation is used in Section 4 to obtain the Green 
function for the linearization of the problem about a given approximate 
solution, resulting in an existence theorem for the original problem along 
with error estimates for the difference between the exact solution and the 
approximate solution, and yielding thereby precise information on the exact 
solution throughout the compact interval 0 < t I 1 as E + O+. Several 
illustrative examples are given in Section 5. Certain technical lemmas on 
exponential dichotomies have been collected in Section 6. 
The O’Malley construction can in some cases lead to more than one 
approximate solution satisfying our assumptions, so that it is possible to 
obtain more than one solution to (1.1). For example, in Section 5 we find 
that the problem 
dx 
--jy = -Yl 
41 
E-jj- = -2Y, +Y2 
42 
EZ = x2 - y2’ 
for 0 < t < 1 subject to the boundary conditions 
x(0, E) = 1 
Yl(O9 4 = Yl(l9 4 
Y2@9 4 = Y2094 
has one solution with a boundary layer only at 
nent satisfying 
+ O(&), 
(14 
0.5) 
t = 0, with the y+ompo- 
iI 
0 -6) 
while there is another solution with boundary layers at both endpoints, with 
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the yi-component satisfying 
-1 
1 
+ J 03 e-2(u-o) g,-(wU (I 35 + 5,-WN d” o=(l-,),E + ‘(‘)’ (lo7) 
As noted by Chang and Howes [7, pp. 13, 1061, for boundary-value 
problems the “study of singularly perturbed vector equations is in its 
infancy. . . ” and “systems of differential equations are inherently more 
complicated than the scalar equations.. . .” It has sometimes proved to be 
difficult to extend to the vector case some chosen result that is known to be 
true in the scalar case, even in a situation where the proof seems “clearly” 
to follow from a more or less routine argument of the type that suffices for 
the scalar case. Several relevant examples and counterexamples are given in 
Kirschvink [31] involving previously published “theorems” for vector 
boundary-value problems that are in fact invalid. 
2. ASSUMPTIONS 
ASSUMPTION 1. There exists a solution X0(t), Y,(t), where X0(t) and 
Ye(t) are real continuously difirentiable vector-valued functions, to the 
reduced system 
- = uo(t, x,(t), Y,(t)) 
dt (2.1) 
0 = v,(c x,(t), r,(t)), 
where &(t, x, y) := U(t, x, y, 0) and Vo(t, x, y) := V(t, x, y, 0). 
ASSUMPTION 2. The real parts of the eigenvalues of the n X n matrix 
VoJt9 xl(t)9 Y,(O) are nonzero. This assumption, provided VO,y is continu- 
ous (see Assumption 5), implies that there exists an integer k, 0 I k I n, 
and a positive constant a such that the eigenvalues X = Xj( t) of 
VO,,(t, X0(t), Ye(t)) satisfy (for 0 I t I 1) 
Reh,(t) s --(Y < 0 for 0 IS i I k 
Rexi 2 (Y > 0 fork+l<i<n. (2.4 
ASSUMPTION 3. There exist exponentially decaying solutions Y, and Yo*, 
Ifa(u)l,IYo*(u)l 22 Conste-‘2” for 0 Iu, (2.3) 
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v2 a positive constant, to the left and right boundary layer differential 
equations 
2 = vb(o, x (o), y,(o) + f&4) 
dYO* 
- = - v,(l, X,(l), y,(l) + Y,*(u)), 
du 
(2.4 
satisfying the bounakry conditions 
H( x&9, X,(l), y,(o) + t)(o), y,(l) + rd”(o),o) = 0. (2.5) 
We could “generalize” Assumption 3 by only requiring fa and YO* to be 
decaying. Howeyer, it follows from Lemma 6.1 that if ?a and YO* are 
decaying then dY,/d; and dY,*/da must be exponentially decaying. This, 
in turn, implies that Y0 and Y,* must be exponentially decaying. 
For our next assumption we consider the following two linear systems 
dq* 
- = - b,,(l, X,(l), y,(l) + y,*(u))q* da 0 I (I. (2.7) 
In Lemma 6.1 we show that there exists a fundamental solution fi = G(T) to 
(2.6) satisfying the exponential dichotomy 
1$(7)Pfi-‘(u) 1 I Ke-‘l(‘-“) 0 I u IT 
l+j(~)(Z - P)fj-‘(u) 1 I Ke-‘l(u-‘) 
(2.8) 
0 I7 524, 
where P = Ik ’ 
( 1 
and 0 < vi < a, and a fundamental solution q* = q*(a) 
to (2.7) satisf&i the exponential dichotomy 
Iq*(a)(Z - P)v*-‘(u) 1 I Ke-‘I(“-“) 0 I u I u 
1 q*(u) Pq*-l( u) I I Ke-‘l(“-“) (2’9) 0 I u S u. 
Given two such fundamental solutions and defining 
Pl = ;I(o)Psj-‘(o) 
P2 = ~*(o)Pq*-l(o), 
we make the following assumption. 
(2.10) 
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ASSUMPTION 4. The columns of 3Ec;, A?*, and x3 span R”+” 
4 := Ho,,(S) + ~0,r(05(1) - ~o,sw% + ~o,,w%5o) 
-@2 :=~o,swl 
4 := ~o,.(S)(~ - a, 
where Ho := H(q, r, s, z, 0), l := (X,(O), X,(l), Y,(O) t 
YO*(0)), t(t) is the fundamental solution to the linear system 
& 
( u x= o,x- ul,,V,;:Kl,.)C(t) 
5(O) = L 
(2.11) 
fom Y,(l) + 
(2.12) 
with V,,,, u0,y9 V,,,, and V,, y evaluated at (t, X0(t), Y,(t)), and 
91 := jo?(O)(Z - P)O-‘(u)v,,,(O, X (O), Y,(O) + fob)) du 
% := ~~~*(o)Ps*-‘(u)~,,(1, X,(l), y,(l) + Y,*(u)) du. 
(2.13) 
Note that (I - PI).QI = B1 and P2.CB2 = S$. 
There are a number of cases in which Assumption 4 simplifies consider- 
ably. If Ho has the form 
~o(x(O, 4,x(1,4, Y(O, 4, Y(l? 4) 
, (2.14) 
where $ = &(q, r) is a real m-dimensional vector-valued function and 
I?, = H,(q, r, s, z) is a real n-dimensional vector-valued function, then 
Assumption 4 is satis@d if the ~01~s of Hi,&{) + &J{)[(l) span R” 
and the columns of H,,,([)P, and ZZ,,,(S)(Z - P2) span R”. 
If the eigenvahtes A(t) of VoJt, X0(t), Ye(t)) all have negative real 
parts then setting Ye*(a) = 0 we have PI = P2 = I, LB1 = 0, and 
9, = ~mv*(0)~*-l(u)K,,,(l, X,(l), y,(l)) du. (2.15) 
Since dq * -‘/du = -q*-lVo, ,(l, X,(l), Y,(l)) it follows that 
% = - q:(L x00)9 Y,(wh,,(1~ XoOh Y,(O). 
Likewise, if the eigenvalues of V,, ,(t, X0(t), Y,(t)) all have positive real 
parts then setting PO(~) = 0 we have PI = Pz = 0, g2 = 0, and 
%= v,T:@7 x0(0)9 Y,wH3,,@~ x0@), Y,@)). 
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If Va(t, x, y) is an a&e function of y, i.e., 
F&9 x, Y) = 49 4 + d(t, X)Y (2.16) 
where c(t, x) is a real n-dimensional vector-valued function and d(t, x) is 
a real n X n matrix-valued function, then Assumptions 3 and 4 reduce to 
studying the structure of d(0, X,(O)) and d(1, X,(l)). 
Finally, it should be noted that Assumption 4 is independent of the 
particular choices made for the fundamental solutions 4 and q* as long as 
they satisfy the corresponding exponential dichotomies (2.8) and (2.9). For 
a proof of this observation see Lemma 6.4 and let E + O+. 
ASSUMPTION 5. There exist positive constants E~ and 6, such that for 
0 < E I e1 the given data functions U and V are of class Cn’l, N 2 2, with 
respect to (t, x, y)on ,Y;, 
IY - Yowl +i( :)I +1x3*( J$)I + 61), (2.17) 
HisofclassCN’l with respect to (q, r, s, z) on A& 
4 := ((4, r, s, z): 14 - X,(O) I I 4, (r - X0(l) I I al, 
(s - (Y,(O) + f&))) 1 I 61, Iz - (Y,(l) + Y,*(O)) 1 I al), (2.18) 
and the derivatives of U, V, and H are uniformly bounded. Furthermore, we 
assume that U, V, and H possess asymptotic expansions in E of the form 
w, x, Y, 4 
i I 
v(t, x9 Y, 4 
H(q, r, s, z, E) 
where the coe@cient functions U,, V,, and Hk are of class CNek+‘, and 
U N+l, h’+l* a”dH,v+, are uniformly bounded. 
There may be more than one solution pair X,,, Y, to the reduced system 
satisfying Assumptions l-5 and then each such solution pair leads to a 
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distinct solution for the problem (1.1) (see Example 1). Furthermore, due to 
the nonlinearity of the boundary conditions it is possible for the problem 
(1.1) to have multiple (stable) solutions possessing the same lowest order 
outer solution functions X,, and Y0 but with different boundary layer 
correction functions (see Example 2). 
3. THE APPROXIMATE SOLUTION 
In this section we construct an approximate solution to the problem (1.1) 
using the O’Malley construction. We write the approximate solution 
X”‘(t, E), Y”(t, E) as the sum of an outer solution and boundary layer 
correction functions of the form 
XN(t, E) = x(t, E) + Ei(7, E) + &X*(a, E) 
YN(t, E) = Y(t, E) + P(7, E) + r*(u, E) (34 
7 := f/E, U := (1 - t)/E, 
where X, Y possess expansions in E of the form 
and 2, ?, X*, Y* possess expansions in E of the form 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
3.1. The Outer Solution 
The outer solution coefficient functions X,, Y, are determined by requir- 
ing that the outer solution satisfy the differential equation up to 0( Ed), i.e., 
dX 
- = u(t, x, y, E) + Pl 
dt 
dY 
Ex = v(t, x, y, E) + &T 
(3.1.1) 
where pi and & are continuous functions of t that are of O(E~+‘). 
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Inserting the asymptotic expansions for X(t, E) and Y(t, E) into the dif- 
ferential equation, expanding about E = 0, and equating like powers of sk 
for k = 1,. . . , N, we find that the outer solution coefficient functions X,, 
Y, must satisfy the differential equations 
dxk 
- = &,xh xO(t), r,(f))xk dt 
+ u,,,@, xO(t), r,(‘>)‘k + ‘k-h) 
’ = Vb,c&, xO(r>, r,(t))xk 
(3.1.2k) 
+ b,,(t, xo(t), r,(d)‘, + Q,-,(t) 
where Pk _ 1 and Qk-i are suitable functions that are known successively in 
terms of the preceding coefficient functions Xj, 5 for j = 0,. . . , k - 1. 
Assumption 2 implies that V,, ,(t, X0(t), YO( t)) is nonsingular, and so we 
may rewrite Eq. (3.1.2k) as 
dxk 
-= 
dt ( 
u 0,x - &,y~(;v,,.)xk + pk-l - v<;Qk-l 
(3.1.3k) 
yk = - v,;;( &,xX, + Qk-1). 
Using the variation of constants formula we find 
xk(t) = 6(t)xk(o) 
+ JdS(f)t-l(S)[Pk-lb) - v,T;b, x,(S), &b))Qk-h)] AP 
(3.1.4) 
where E( t ) is as defined in Assumption 4. Defining 
‘k-l<‘> := ~~(t)~-l(s)[pk-,(s) - v<;b, xo(s)~ r,(d)Qk-h)] d~ 
&-,<r> := - va;& x,(f), y,(r)) (3.1.5) 
x [ b,xb xo(f), Y,(r))pk-,(t) + e,-,(r)] 
w> := -b-l-:(4 x00)9 W))KJ,,(~, x&h r,(t)), 
we have 
xk(t) = ‘@)Xk(o) + pk-,<r> 
yk(t) = @(t)t(t)Xk(o) + ~k-l(d* 
(3.1.6) 
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Defining 
dX 
p1 := dt 
- w, x, Y, E) 
dY 
p2 := E-g - w, x, Y, E), 
(3.1.7) 
we have by construction that &, and p2 are uniformly of O(eN+l). 
In conclusion, the preceding construction provides us with an outer 
solution that satisfies the full differential equation up to O(@‘) such that 
X,(O), for k = l,..., N, are arbitrary real n-dimensional vectors. Their 
values will be determined in Section 3.3 when we impose the appropriate 
boundary conditions. 
3.2. The Boundary Layer Correction Functions 
The boundary layer correction coefficient functions Xk, Yk, Xz, Yk* are 
determined by requiring that X”( t, E), Y “( t, E) satisfy the full equation up 
to O(8); that is, 
d 
z 
X(t,r)++) .,x*(q) 
= u(t, x + ~2 + &x*, Y + ? + y*, E) + PI, 
“i +) + Y*(q) 
(3.2.1) 
E-g Y(t, E) + Y 
= V(r, x + E2 + &x*, Y + P + y*, E) + pz, 
where pi and pz are of O(E N+l). For the construction of the boundary 
layer functions we may consider the left and right boundary layer correc- 
tion functions separately. 
3.2.1. The Left Boundary Layer Correction Functions 
The left boundary layer correction coefficient $nctions Xk, Ykk, k = 
0 ,*--9 N, are determined by requiring that X and Y satisfy 
= U(t,X+eR,Y+ f,e)+&+& 
(3.2.2) 
Y(t,X+E~i,y+p,E)+~82+P2, 
where & and & are of O(cNt’ ). Rearranging the terms and using the 
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results of Section 3.1 we find that X and 9 must satisfy 
8; = u(t, x+ Ei, Y + f, E) - u(t, x, Y, E) + fil 
1 (3.2.3) 
E$ = qt, x+ E2, Y + 9, E) - v(t, x, Y, E) + &. 
Writing in terms of T, expanding about E = 0, and equating like powers of 
E, we find that the leading boundary layer correction coefficient functions 
X0, Pa must satisfy 
2 = u,(o, x,(o), r,(o) + t)(7)) - u&4 x3(0), y,(o)) 
2 = v,(o, X,(O), y,(O) + cm) - v,(o, &J(o), y,(o)) 
(3.2.4) 
and the higher order correction coefficient functions &, Y& k = 1,. . . , IV, 
must satisfy 
(3.2.5k) 
where &-r is known successively in terms of the outer solution coefficient 
functions Xi, 5, j = v,. .;, k and the preceding-boundary layer correction 
coefficient functions Xi, Z;., j = 0,. . . , k - 1. fk-r is known successively 
in terms of the preceding outer solution coefficient functions Xi, Yj and the 
boundary layer correction coefficient functions Xj, q, j = 0,. . . , k - 1. 
Furthermote, if Xi, 5, 0 ZG j I k - 1, are exponentrally decaying then 
& _ 1 and fk _ r are also exponentially dAzcaying. 
An exponen$lly decaying solution Y, is given by Assumptions 1 and 3. 
Substituting Y, into the equation for X0 and imposing the condition 
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&,(oo) = 0 we find 
Since I$ is exponentially decaying it follows that x0 is also exponentially 
decaying. 
Using the fundamental solution 4 we can solve for the higher order 
boundary layer correction terms 
&(T) = i-j(~)P$-~(O)ij~ + ~T+j(+‘-‘(u)r;;~l(u) du 
- / ?/(T)(Z - I+-‘(u)h-,(u) du 7 
where ijk is an arbitrary real n-dimensional vector. It follows that fk and 
hence also d?,JdT are exponentially decaying. Since Y,(O) = O(O) X,(O) + 
Qk-16% 
fk(O) = Pl+jk - (I - Pl)p(0)(z - p).il-l(u) 
x (( fo,,(u>~(O) + fin,.)&] du 
-4 - ML 
(3.2.8) 
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where 
va,,(d := 1/,,,(09 x3(0), Y (O) + yac4) 
63,x(4 := VI&4 x3(0)9 Y,(O) + few) (3.2.9) 
fk-l := jornil(0)(l - P)p(u) 
x ((tl,,w - vbJo9 Kl(0)~ Y,(W)L(o) + Lb>) du- 
Since dfj-l/d7 = -ij-l(7)&, ,,( T), it follows that 
fk(0) = Plijk - (I - I’,){ [‘D(O) + gl] X,(O) + fk-l}. (3.2.10) 
Substituting fk into the equation for gk and imposing the condition 
@co) = 0 we have 
&h> = -f+&(‘, x,(l), y,(l) + t,b>)fi<u> + Lb)] du. 7 
(3.2.11) 
Defining 
fll = E$ - (u(t, x+ ER, Y + 9, E) - u(t, x, Y, E)) 
A 
& = 8; - (v(t, x+ ET?, Y + 9, E) - v(t, x, Y, E)), 
(3.2.12) 
we have by construction that j$(t, E) and &(t, E) are uniformly of 0( 8+l). 
3.2.2. The Right Boundaly Layer Correction Functions 
The right boundary layer correction coefficient functions Xz, Y,*, k = 
0 9***, N, are determined by requiring that the right boundary layer correc- 
tion functions X*, P satisfy 
d 
z 
x(1, E) + &x* 
=U(t,X+EX*,Y+Y*,E)+pl*+pl 
(3.2.13) 
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where p: and pz are uniformly of O(sN+l). Rearranging the terms and 
using the results of Section 3.1 we find that X* and Y* must satisfy 
dX* 
&- = u(t, x + &x*, Y + r*, E) - u(t, x, Y, E) + P: 
dt 
dY* 
(3.2.14) 
&- = qt, x+ .5x*, Y + y*, E) - qt, x, Y, E) + P2*. 
dt 
Writing in terms of a, expanding about E = 0, and equating like powers of 
E, we find that the leading boundary layer correction coefficient functions 
X,*, YO* must satisfy 
dX,-j+ 
- = - U,(l, X,(l), Y,(l) + rb(a)) + u,(lP X0(1)7 Y,(l)) 
da 
,X7* (3.2.15) UXO’ 
- = - b(L X,(l), y,(l) + J--o*(a)) +b”o(lY XOOL y,(l)) da 
and the higher order correction coefficient functions Xk*, Yk*, k = 1, . . . , N, 
must satisfy 
dXf 
- = - u,,,(l, X,(l), y,(l) + Y,*bJ))y,* - &L(a) 
da 
dY,* 
- = - q,(1, X,(l), y,(l) + YdcW)Y,*b) 
da 
- [ %,,(L x0(1), Y,(l) + r,*(a)) 
- K& x00)9 Y,(l))] Y,(l) 
(3.2.16) 
- [VI&~ x0(1)9 Y,(l) + Y,*(a)) 
- v,, A x00), Y,(O)] X,(l) 
-fk%JL 
where gz-r is known successively in terms of the outer solution coefficient 
functions Xi, qI j = 0,. . . , k, and the preceding boundary layer correction 
coefficient functions Xjy, Yj*, j = 0, . . . , k - 1. fk’L 1 is known successively 
in terms of the precedmg outer solution coefficient functions Xi, I;. and 
boundary layer correction coefficient functions Xi*, yi*, j = 0,. . . , k - 1. 
Furthermore, if Xi*, q*, 0 I j I k - 1, are exponentially decaying then 
g:-r and fktl are also exponentially decaying. 
Using the fundamental solution n*(a), the right boundary layer correc- 
tion functions are solved in a manner strictly analogous to the method used 
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for the left boundary layer correction functions. In particular, for Yk*(0) we 
find that 
r,*(O) = (I- 4hk* + f’&-1 - &[Q(l) - =%]S(l)X,(O), (3.2.17) 
where 77: is an arbitrary real n-dimensional vector and 
h-1 := p?*(Wv *-lw[b,y(l~ &O)~ Y,(l) + x3*(4) 
- b,,(l, x,(l), Y,(l))]&-,(l) du 
+ jo”s*(o)P~*-lw( [v,,x(L XCIO), Y,(l) + G*(u)) 
- v,,,(L X,(l), y,(l))] ~,c-dl) + f&(u)) du. (3.2.18) 
Defining 
p: = e; + (u(t, x+ &x*, Y + rc, E) - u(t, x, Y, 4) 
A 
p; = e; + (v(t, x + &P, Y + y*, E) - v(t, XT Y7 E)), 
(3.2.19) 
we have by construction that p:( t, E) and p;( t, E) are uniformly of 0( ~~+l). 
Finally defining 
dXN 
“- dt 
:- - - u( t, XN, YN, E) 
dYN 
” - dt 
:- - - qt, XN, YN, E), 
(3.2.20) 
it follows that p1 and p2 are of O(eN+‘). 
3.3. The Boun&y Conditions 
In this section we show that there exist values for X,(O), tk, q;, 
k = l,..., N, such that 
H( XN(O, E), XN(l, E), YN(O, E), YN(l, E), E) = o(P+‘). (3.3.1) 
For notational convenience we define 
lN(4 = ( xN(O, 4 xN(l, 4, YN(O, 4, YN(l, 4 E). 
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Expanding H(lN(c), E) about E = 0 and setting the coefficients of E’ to 0, 
for k = l,.. ., N, we are led to require that 
&,,(s)&(o) + ~o,rwxk(l) + H,,swi(o) + f/m) 
+%,(s)(w) + y,*(o)) = Yk-19 (3.3.2k) 
where yk-i is an (m + n)-dimensional real vector-valued function of Xi(O), 
ijj, and qf for j = 0,. . . , k - 1. Using the results of Sections 3.1 and 3.2 
and rearranging terms, we find 
where 
T&l := Yk-1 - H,,,(l)&,(l) - %,,WU - ~l)(Ok-l(O) + L-1) 
-H,,,(s)P,(L~l) + &-l(l) + L-1). (3.3.4k) 
From Assumption 4 we may conclude that there exists a solution 
X,(O), fjk, 77: to (3.3.3k). Furthermore, it follows from a straightforward 
linear algebra argument hat X,(O), Pi& and (I - P&z are unique, and 
hence that the construction of the approximate solution is uniquely de- 
termined. 
4. EXISTENCE AND LOCAL UNIQUENESS 
In this section we use a Riccati transformation to construct the Green 
function for the linearization of the problem about the approximate solu- 
tion XN(t, E), Y”(t, E) constructed in Section 3. The resulting Green 
function representation for the linearization provides directly the existence 
of an exact solution for (1.1) along with error estimates and local unique- 
ness. 
THEOREM. Assume there exists a continuously dlfirentiable solution X,(t), 
YO( t) to the reduced system (Assumption 1) such that the real parts of the 
eigenualues of V,, J t, X,(t), Y,(t)) are nonzero (Assumption 2). If there 
exist exponentially decaying solutions fa and YO* to the left and right 
boundary layer equations (Assumption 3); the columns of 3tc;, 3y;, and .%3 
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span Rm+” (Assumption 4); and U, V, and H are of class CN+l, N 2 2 
(Assumption S), then there exists a fixed constant E,, such that the problem 
(1.1) has an exact solution x( t, E), y( t, E) satisfying the estimates 
Ix(t, E) - X”(t, &)I 5 ConstP 
ly(t, E) - YN(t, E) 1 5 Const &N 
(4.1) 
uniformly on the region 0 5 t I 1, &o 2 E > 0, where XN(t, E), YN(t, E) is 
the approximate solution constructed in Section 3. Moreover, x(t, e) and 
y(t, e) are unique subject o (4.1). 
The method used to construct the approximate solution implies that XM 
andY”,0<it4<N, 
X”(t, E) := ; Xk(t)Ek + E f ik(7)Ek + E ; Xk*(cJ)Ek 
k-0 k=O k-0 
Y”(t, E) := 5 Yk(t)Ek + 5 f;((T)Ek + E Y,*(t,)ek 
(4.2) 
k-0 k=O k-0 
satisfy the estimates 
Ix”(t, E) - xM+l(t, E) 1 = O(&M+l) 
IYM(t, E) - yM+l(t, E) I = o(P+‘). 
It follows therefore that 
IXM(t, E) - x(t, &)I = 0(&M+‘) 
IY”(t,&) -y(t, &)I = O(&M+l), 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
and in particular 
Ix(t, 4 - x,(t) 1 = O(E) 
y( t, E) - Y,(t) - Y. 1 (E)-Yo*(~)~=O(E). (4*5) 
Proof: Defining 
x’ := x(t, e) - XN(t, E) 
j := y( t, E) - YN( t, E) 
(4.6) 
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a straightforward calculation (analogous to Smith [46, Eqs. (4.1.39)- 
(4.1.41)]) shows that 2 and J must satisfy 
subject to the boundary conditions 
where 
A(&&) := U,(t, XN(q),YN(t,e),~) 
B(t,&) := U,(t, XN(t,+YN(t,+) 
c(t, E) := V-Jr, XN(r, E), Y"(t, E), E) 
(4.9) 
D(t, E) := v--(t, XN(t, E), YN(t, E), E) 
F(% Y, E) := i’(l - S)-$H(IN(.) + sf(1, y), E) h (4 11) 
s”(K y”) := (x”(o, 4, x”(L 4, Y(O, E), y”(L 4) 
Jw := [ wJ(ZN(49 &) I4(lN(4 E)] 
NE) := [ K(SN(E), &) I f&(SN(E), E)]. 
(4.12) 
U and V are of class CN+l, N 2 2, on JV~ which implies that for all 
sufficiently small 2, y there exists a positive IEl such that (for i = 1,2) 
IEi(t, p, Y, &) 1 s IEl(lgl + IYl)2 (4.13) 
IEi(t, 21, Jly E) - Ei(t, 229 29 ~1 I s ~1IEl{lf, - 121 + IYI -j$l}, 
(4.14) 
where zl := m=W?,L IAL 1~21, lY211. 
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H is of class CN+l, N 2 2, on JV~ which implies that for sufficiently 
small x”, jj there exists a positive constant IFI such that 
IF(x”, Y, 4 I 5 lFl(lW9 4 I + Ix”(L 4I + IN& 4 I + ML 4 I)’ (4.15) 
IJl% Yl, 4 - w29 Y29 4 I 
5 z,lfI {I%(O) - f,(O) I + I%(l) - W) I} (4.16) 
+z,vI { I.im - J2(0) I + 1m - J20) I>, 
where z2 := mNIWO19 I%(l)l, IW>L UWL lf2(W 132(1)19 lJ22(W9 
lJ22(U I 1. 
To construct a fundamental solution Z(t, E) to the homogeneous portion 
of (4.7), i.e., 
dZ 
I 
A(& E) 
-= 
dt z 
(4.17) 
we employ a Riccati transformation so as to decouple the exponentially 
increasing and decreasing components of Z( t, E), with respect o E, from the 
bounded components. Defining 
(4.18) z(t, E) := R(t,&) o 
i 
&(t, E) 0 
?h(t, 4
R(t, E) := (4.19) 
R-‘(t, E) = (4.20) 
we find that Eq. (4.17) decouples into (cf. Smith [48]) 
$& = (A - BT)& 
d% 
- = f(D + ETB)~~ 
dt 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
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provided that T(t, E), S(t, E) satisfy the nonliner system 
dT 1 
-=-DT-%TA+TBT 
dt E E 
(4.23) 
g = (A - BT)S - fS(D + ETB) - fB. (4.24) 
From Lemma 6.2 there exists a fundamental solution q(t, E) to 
- = lD(t, e)q 
dv 
dt E 
(4.25) 
satisfying an exponential dichotomy 
Iq(t, e)Pq-‘(3, E) 1 I Ke-‘~cf-s)/’ forOIsItIl,e>O, 
(q(t, &)(I - P)q-‘(s, E)( I Ke-‘l(s-‘)/’ for 0 I t I s I 1, E > 0. 
(4.26) 
Using ~(ET, E) and applying Lemma 6.3 it follows that there exists a 
fundamental solution q1(7, E) to 
(4.27) 
on the interval 0 s 7 I i(r + (l/v,))ln(l/e), where 
and 0 < vj < min{ vl, vl}, satisfying an exponential dichotomy and the 
estimates 
q(0, &)Pq-‘(0, E) = f/,(0, E)Pij;yo, E) + 0 
v(o, 40 - e?-yT 4 (4.29) 
= i&(0, &)(I - zyj;‘(7, E) + 0 . 
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In a similar manner there exists a fundamental solution @(a, e) to 
- = - v,,,(L x0(1), Y,(l) + x3*(+?: da (4.30) 
on the interval 0 I u EC $(r + (l/v,))ln(l/~) satisfying an exponential 
dichotomy and the estimates 
1 2 
q(1, &)(I - P)q-‘(1, E) = T$(O, E)(I - P)qF-l(O, E) + 0 E In; (( 1) 
2 
rl(L ++?-‘(1 
1 
- EU, E) = s:(o, &)Prl:-yu, 4 + 0 & 1”; 
ii 1) 
- (4.31) 
De fming 
Fl = go, &)Pip(O, E) 
(4.32) 
P2* = T$(o, &)P7p(O, E) 
d1 := J (1’v3)h~1’E)ijl(o, &)(z - P)!jC’( u, E) 
0 
x J&(0, X,(O), Y,(O) + fib,, du 
q := /(1’“3)w1’e)qf(o, E)pqp(u, E) 
0 
(4.33) 
x K,,,(l, X,(l), y,(l) + Y,*(u)) du, 
we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1. There exists, for all suficiently small E > 0, a solution 
T(t, E) to (4.23) that is bounded for E + O+, uniformly for 0 5 t I 1, such 
that 
T(0, E) = (I - $@, + 0 
(4.34) 
T(l, E) = 
D(t, e)T(t, E) - C(t, E) = O(E + e-v3(t/E) + e-v3((1-t)/c)). (4.35) 
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Proof. Imposing the boundary conditions 
Tj(o, &)PTp(O, &)T(O, E) = 0 
q(l, &)(I - P)vP(l, E)T(L 4 = 0, 
we may rewrite (4.23) as the integral equation 
(4.36) 
T(t, E) = - [q’t, e)Pq-l(s, E)[ fC + TA - TBT] ds 
(4.37) 
+ 
J 
lq(t, E)(I - P)q-l(s, E) ‘C + TA - TBT ds. 
I E 1 
An application of the Banach-F’icard fixed-point theorem proves, for all 
sufficiently small E > 0, the existence of a solution T(t, E) that is bounded 
as E --) O+, uniformly for 0 I t 5 1. Furthermore, it also follows that 
~(0, &)(I - Ph-‘(0, dT(O, E) 
= i 
I 
(~/4W/~) TJ(O,E)(Z - P)q-l(~,~)C(~,~)dF + C'(E). (4.38) 
E 0 
Making the change of variable 7 = t/E, we have 
1(0, w - p)?7-1(o, Glo9 4 = I, (1'"3)'n(1'e)q(o, &)(I - P)?p(&T, E) 
x v,,x(o9 M% Y,(O) + raw) dr 
1 2 
+o &In- (i 11 & 
=&,+O elnl 
3 
ii 1) 
. 
E 
(4.39) 
The results for P2*T(1, E) are proved in a similar manner. A routine 
calculation shows that DT - C satisfies the integral equation 
D(t, &% E) - C(t, E) 
= v(t, e)Pq-‘(0, &)[D(O, @‘(O, E) - C(O, &)I 
+dt, &)(I - P)v-l(l, dD(1, &)T(l, E) - C(L &)I 
+ / ;(t, e)Pq-l(s, e)[D’T - C’ + DTBT + CA 0 (4*@) 
-(DT - c)A] dr 
-j-h, E)(Z - P)VYs, 4 
([DOT-~'+DTBT+cA--(DT-c)A]&. 
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From Assumption 3 and the O’Malley construction (see Section 3) it 
follows that 
The estimate (4.35) now follows from (4.40) and (4.41). 
PROPOSITION 2. There exists a fundamental solution &(t, 0 to (4.21) 
such that 
t,tt, 4 = z(t) + w uniform&for 0 2 t I 1, E > 0, (4.42) 
Proof. Using the fundamental solution 5 of (2.12) and imposing the 
initial condition tr(O, E) = t(O), we find that .$r satisfies the integral equa- 
tion 
&(t, 4 = <(t, E) + p. 45-Ys9 4 
x [(A - A,) + (BT - B&-‘C&(s, E) ak, (4.43) 
where 
A&) := Uo,x(f, 30)> Y,(t)) 43(t) := u,,,(t, &l(t>, r,(t)) 
cow := Vo,xk &)9 r,(t)) 4At) := v,,,(t, m), Y,(O). t4.w 
The proof follows from the estimates for D(t, e)T(t, E) - C(t, E) (see 
(4.35)). 
PROPOSITION 3. There exists a fundamental solution ql(t, E) to (4.22) 
such that 
Ia< t, e)Pq;‘(s, E) 1 I Const e-“((‘-s)/e) for 0 I s I t 5; 1, E > 0, 
~~l(t,~)(I-P)~;l(s,~)(~Conste-‘((S-’)’e) jorOlflsl1, 
E > 0, 
ql(t,8)Pq;‘(t,e) = q(t,e)Pq-l(t,e) + O(e) for 0 I t 5 1, e> 0, 
Prooj The proof follows from the change of variable 7 := t/e and an 
application of Lemma 6.3. 
PROPOSITION 4. There exists a solution S(t, E) to (4.24) that is bounded 
as&-+o+, uniformly for 0 I t I 1. 
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Proof: The solution T(t, E) to Eq. (4.23) can be inserted into (4.24) and 
the resulting linear equation can be solved using the fundamental solutions 
&CC E) ad vl(t, ~1, to give 
s(t, E) = &(t, E)E;yo, E)S(O, E)Vl(O, &)(I - +I;‘(& E) 
+&tc E)V(l, 4S(L +ll(L E)PVll(f, 4 
- [&‘h E)&+, E)B(S, +I&, &)(I - +I;‘(& E) h (4*45) 
+ tl~lk EWb, E)Jq& +ll(S, w?l;yf, E) h. J 
PROPOSITION 5. There exists, for all suficiently small E > 0, a funda- 
mental solution Z(t, E) CO (4.17) such that 
IZ(t, E)&l(s, E) 1 5 Const for 0 5 s 5 t 5 1, E > 0, 
Iw9 ENL+, - I?)Z-l(s, E) 1 I Const forOIt5sIl,~>O, 
(4.46) 
where P := 2 i , 
( 1 
and there exist bounded nonsingular matrices L?(e) and 
S*(E) with bounded inverses uch that 
ML(&) = [%(E) - 3E/;(E)=% + %tE)~:6(1) i%(E)&)] 
w?(E) = [zm I3EL;(4S*(E)IY 
where 
l&(E) := [L(E)Z(O, Epz-yo, E) + R(&)Z(l, epz-yo, E)] 
l&(E) := [L(E)Z(O, &)(I - F)z-y1, E) (4.47) 
+R(&)Z(l, &)(I - I?)z-‘(1, E)] 
and 
(4.48) 
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Proof. The proof follows from Propositions 1-4, Lemma 6.4, and a 
routine calculation. 
Using the fundamental solution Z(t, E) we may write the problem 
(4.7)-(4.8) as the integral equation 
qt, E) 
i i Y(t, 4 
= z(t, ,pz-l(0, &)C#, y, E) 
+z(t, &)(I - F)z-i(1, &)c,(n, 7, E) 
+ dz(t, epz-ys, E) J 
x (w)J%(s, qs, 4, Y(& 4 E) + (l/4&, 4 i 
qs, +, 4 P(s, 494 + Pl(S, 4 
cz3 
-jlz(t, &)(I - F)z-ys, E) 
t 
J%(s, x”(s, 4 J(s, 474 + Pl(h 4 
x (l/E)E*(S, qs, 4, y(s, 4, E) + (W)P*(& 4 i 1 dF9 
(4.49) 
where C,( 2, y”, E) and C,(Z, J, E) are determined by the boundary condi- 
tions. Imposing these conditions we find from a routine calculation that 
C,(X, y, E) and C,(Z, J, E) must satisfy 
L(E)[Z(O, @z-yo, &)C,(Z, J, E) 
+z(o, &)(I - F)z-‘(1, &)C&, J, E) + I,(O, 2, j, E)] 
+R(e)[Z(l, e>@z-i(0, &)C,(Z, J, E) (4.50) 
+z(1, &)(I - F)z-i(1, &)C& J, E) + 1,&z, j, E)] 
= - [H(l”(e), E) + F(f, r”, E)], 
where for notational convenience we have defined 
l,(t, I, y, E) := Jdz(t, epz-ys, E) 
i 
E,(sv n(s, E), J(s, EL E) + Pl(S, E) 
x (W)~&, qs, 4, Y(h 4 E) + (l/+%(S~ 4 1 ds 
r,(t, 2, y, E) := - /lZ(t, &)(I - P)z-‘(s, E) 
t 
E,(s, qs, E), J(s, E), E) + Pl(S, 4 
(l/+%(6 a(& 4 y”(s, 4 4 + Wh(S~ 4 i ds* 
(4.51) 
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Rearranging terms and applying the definitions for ML(&) and MR(.z), we 
find that C, and C, must satisfy 
From Assumption 4 the columns of Xi, 3Ec; and 3Ec; span R"+". We may 
assume, without loss of generality, that the columns of Zi, X..P, and 
x;(I- P) span R"+". Defining the (m + n) X (m + n) matrix M(E), 
where Mi(&) denotes the ith column of M(E), as (see (4.48)) 
M’(E) = 3q( E) i=l ,***, m, 
A4m+i( E) = .2;(E) i=l T---P k, (4.53) 
A4m+i( E) = .q( E) i=k+l ,*a*> n, 
it follows that M(E) is nonsingular and M-~(E) is bounded. We may 
therefore solve the linear system 
Xl 
M(E) Yl = i I - [H(Y(e), E) + F(% y”, E) + Jq&(o, x’, 7, &) Zl 
+R($,(L 2, Y, d], (4.54) 
where xi, y,, and zi are respectively m, k, and n - k dimensional vectors. 
It follows that 
c,G, y”, 4 = [ qe)-y(;) + a,x,)) 
i 
(4.55) 
C,(% Y, 4 = 
S(E)*-l( (go- ~:*ox1} 
I 
is a solution to the linear system (4.52). 
Let 9J be the Banach space of continuous real (m + n)-dimensional 
vector-valued functions equipped with the norm 
(4.56) 
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We seek a fixed point to the integral operator 
G ( 1 := z(t, epz-‘(0, E&(X, y, E) 
+z(t, &)(I - P)z-l(l, E)C&, y, E) (4.57) 
+4(t, x9 Y, 4 + 12(t, x, y, E). 
From the estimates for p1 and pz, and the inequalities for E,, E,, and Z, 
there exist positive constants )I, 1 and 1 I,( such that 
l4(c x3 Y, 4 I s VII{ EN + &-q( ;) II’} 
MC x9 Y7 4 I s Ir*l( EN + &-y( y”) 11’) 
(4.58) 
(4.59) 
Il,(t, Xl, Y,, 4 - w, x27 Y29 4 I 
~&-11~21--{~l(::)ll~ll(“Y:)Il)ll(X;iT::)/l. (4*61) 
Similarly, there exist positive constants ICL1 and I CR I such that 
lG(x, Yt 4 I s lCLl( EN + &-g( ;) 114 
lCR(X, Y9 41 5 ICRl{ EN -+ &-ql(;) 112) 
(4.62) 
(4.63) 
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From the above inequalities for I,, I,, CL, and CR we may conclude that 
there exist positive constants Ia and ea such that for (G) E ge and 0 < E I 
E,,, where 
(4.66) 
I maps S?e * LS?~ and I is contracting on STe. We may now apply the 
Banach-Picard fixed-point theorem to conclude that there exists a fixed 
point (;) to the integral operator (4.57) such that 
(4.67) 
From the definition of 2 and y, (4.6), it follows that there exists an exact 
solution x( t, a), y( t, E) to the problem (1.1) satisfying the estimates of (4.1). 
We now turn to the proof of local uniqueness. 
By the Banach-Picard tixed point theorem we have a unique fixed point 
2, y” to the integral operator (4.57) satisfying the estimates of (4.67). 
However, it remains to show that our integral equation is unique. The 
differential equation (4.7) is equivalent to the integral equation 
(4.68) 
In Eqs. (4.50)-(4.55) we have determined Z(O, E) and y”(0, E) as a nonlinear 
function of x” and y” (see Eq. (4.49) and set t = 0). If we can show that this 
representation is unique then our integral fixed point equation (4.57) is 
unique and hence we have local uniqueness for x(t, E) and ~$t, E). 
Using (4.68) and imposing the boundary conditions we are led to 
consider the following linear system 
(4.69) 
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where 
If d(e) is nonsingular, which is equivalent to showing that given any 
(m + n)-dimensional vector b there exists a solution to the linear system 
.!d(&)X = b, then our representation for Z(O, E) and y”(0, E) is unique. 
Letting 
i 
Xl 
x = x2 = PQ(O, E)Cl + (I - P)Tp(l, E)C* ’ 
1 
(4.71) 
it follows from Assumption 4 and Propositions l-5 that there exists a 
solution xi, cr, and c2 to the above linear system. Note that we have used 
the fact that Pq-‘(0, E) and (I - P)q-‘(1, E) are bounded as E + O+. This 
follows from the fact that when applying Lemma 6.3 to construct a 
fundamental solution qi(t, e) (see Proposition 3) we are free to specify 
V,(O,e) and &(I/&, E) (see Eqs. (6.34) and (6.35)). This completes the proof 
of Theorem 1. 
5. EXAMF’LES 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the problem 
dx 
-g = -Yl’ 
41 
EX = -2Y, +Y2 
42 
&X =x2-y; 
for 0 < t < 1 subject to the boundary conditions 
x(0, E) = 1 
Yl@Y 4 = Yl(L 4 
Y2@9 4 = Y207 4. 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
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The problem is of the form (l.l)-(1.2) with m = 1, n = 2, and 
H(x(O, E), x(1, E), Y(O, 4 Y(L 4, E) = 
One sees directly that 
x,(t) = 1 + $ i 1 
-1 
I 
f1+; 
-1 
y,(t) = * 
i i 
i i 
1+$ 
-1 
satisfies the reduced system 
dx, -= 
dt -yoT1 
(5.4) 
0 = -2Y,,, + Y,,, (5.5) 
0 = x,2 - YoT2, 
and the real parts of the eigenvalues of V,, ,,( t, X0(t), Ye(t)) are nonzero, 
Letting 
I 
f1+; 
-1 
Y,(t) = 
i 1 
-1 
i 1, 
1,; 
(5.7) 
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and YO*(a) = 0, the left boundary layer differential equation is given by 
4 1 2 = -2foJ + Yo,, 
dr 
a,* -= 
dr 
-2fo,, + q2 
w 
subject to the boundary conditions 
I 0 
0 
H( x,(o), X,(l), Y,(O) + fO(o), Y,(l)) = %1(O) - ik = 0 ) (5.9) 
, %,2(O) - : I 0 O 
which we can solve directly to find 
fo,,(T) =-e-27 $ + g + ;hl 
[ 
11 - e-” i 11 1o (5.10) 
tl,2<7> = ,,y;r:,. 
For Assumption 4 we have 
I 
q-1 
~o(q, r, s, z) = Sl - Zl 
s2 - z2 
(5.11) 
and hence 
%= (j + (-B -HjP26(1); 
sfi=[; Ei); xi=(i ii) (5.12) 
and so the columns of 3tQ,, X2, and X3 span R3. We may therefore apply 
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Theorem 1 to conclude that there exists a solution x,(t, E), rl(t, E) to (5.1) 
such that 
X1@, E) = 1 + ; 
i 1 
-1 
+ O(E) 
YlO~ 4 = 
‘$1 + ii-‘+ &( $ + o( ) (5-W 
(1+ i)j’+ iq ;) & / 
uniformly for 0 I I I 1, E > 0. 
If we replace (5.7) with 
;1+; 
-l\ 
Y,(t) = - 7 i 
-1 ’ 
,i 1, 
1+$ 
the boundary layer differential equations are given by 
4 1 
2 = -2& + Pa,, 
dr 
a,* 
- = 2fo,, - f& 
dr 
drotl 
- = 2Y& - Yol; 
da 
dY,T, -= 
da 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
(5.16) 
subject to the boundary conditions 
(5.17) 
Exponentially decaying solutions to this set of equations can be found 
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directly and are given as 
%:2((J) = 
- ge -w% 
35 + 5,-@/W 
rag CT) = - e2ajme-2uYo;2( u) du 
0 
L(T) = [ik + X~fi(O)]e-~’ 
ya,2(T) = 0. 
(5.18) 
For Assumption 4 we must determine the asymptotically stable initial 
manifolds for the systems 
(5.19) 
(5.20) 
A straightforward calculation shows that i spans the asymptotically 0 
stable initial manifold for (5.19), and (;I) spans the asymptotically stable 
initial manifold for (5.20), where 
a := 
J 
me-2%xp 
0 
[ /“( - t + 2Y,t,( u)) do] du. 
0 
Since the range of q(O)Pfj-‘(0) is equal to the span of 0 
i and the range of 
n*(O)(l - P)q*-‘(0) equals the span of (;1), we may replace Gj(O)Pfj-‘(0) 
in X2 by ( t) and n*(O)(l - P)n* -l(O) in Z3 by (;I) to find 
and so the columns of XI, -X;, and X3 span R3. We may therefore apply 
Theorem 1 to conclude that there exists a solution, x,(t, E), y2(t, E), to (5.1) 
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such that 
x*(t, E) = 1 + $ 
( 1 
-1 
+ O(E) 
Y*(C 4= 
‘-~(l+~)-l+t)l(~)+Yq$)’ +0(E) (W 
\ 
-(1 + ;)-l+ fq) + Yoy2(J+) 
1 
uniformly for 0 I t I 1, E > 0. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the problem 
dx 
-= 
dt 
-x+xy 
4 
Ez = X - (X + l)y 
(5.22) 
for 0 < t < 1, subject to the boundary conditions 
x(0, E) = 1 
Y(l, E) = (Y(% El)*. 
(5.23) 
The problem is of the form (1.1) with m = n = 1 and 
qt, x, y, E) = -x + xy 
v(t, X, y, E) = X - (X + l)y 
(5.24) 
+(O, E)> X(1, & Y(ov E), Y(l, E), E) = 
X(0, E) - 1 
(Y&b))*-Y(b) 
= q-l 
( 1 s*-z .
The reduced system is given by 
dx, - = -x,+ X,Y, 
dt 
0 = x0 - (x0 + l)Y,. 
(5.25) 
(5.26) 
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It is easily seen that there exists a solution X,, to the initial value problem 
dx, x, -=-- 
dt x0 + 1 
x,(o) = 1 
(5.27) 
such that e-’ I X0(t) I e-(‘I*)‘, and hence Y,(l) > 0 and the real parts of 
the eigenvalues of FIO,.,,(t, X,,(t), Y,(t)) = -(X0(t) + 1) are nonzero. The 
left boundary layer mtial value problem is given by 
dfo 
- = 4( 
(ro(o) + Yo(o;* = Y,(l) 
(5.28) 
which leads to two distinct boundary layer correction functions 
$$(T) = (-$ + dr,o)e-*’ and fa(r) = (-i - {r,(l))e-“. 
(5.29) 
For Assumption 4 we have 
and so the columns of &‘i, -X;, and 2s span R3. We may therefore 
conclude from Theorem 1 that there exist two solutions, xl(t, E), yl(t, E) 
and x,(t, E), y2(t, E), to (5.22) such that 
-q(t, E) = x,(t) + O(E) 
yl(t, e) = Y,(t) + (- $ + VIYo(l))epyf/‘) + O(E) 
x2(& E) = x,(t) + O(E) 
(5.32) 
y*(t, E) = Y,(t) + (-+ - JY,o)e-Y’/” + O(E). 
(5.33) 
These two exact solutions coincide asymptotically everywhere xcept within 
the boundary layer. 
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EXAMPLE 3. Consider the problem 
d2x dx 
e-x-++2 
dt2 dt 
for 0 < t < 1, subject to the boundary conditions 
x(0, E) + Z(O, E) = 0 
x(1, E) - ;(l, E) = 0. 
Converting to a system we have 
dx 
x =Y 
4 
E- =y+x2. 
dt 
(5.34) 
(5.35) 
(5.36) 
The problem is of the form (l.l)-(1.2) with m = 1, n = 1, U(t, x, y, E) = y, 
V(t, x, y, E) = y + x2, and 
H(x(0, E), x(1, E), y(0, E), Y(L E), E) = 
i 
:;FP 1; ; ;;;;;; = ; _+I . 7 i( ) 
(5.37) 
One sees directly that 
x,(t) = (1 + t)-’ 
Y,(t) = -(l + t)-2. 
satisfies the reduced system 
dx, -= 
dt yo 
o= yo+x,2; 
(5.38) 
the real parts of the eigenvalues of V,, ,(t, X,(t), Ye(t)) = 1 are nonzero; 
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Y,*(a) = - $e-’ satisfies the right boundary layer differential equation 
dYO* 
- = - yd” 
da (5.W 
r,*(0) = -$; 
and the columns of x1, s$, & 
span R3. We may therefore conclude from Theorem 1 that there exists a 
solution x(t, E) to (5.34) such that 
x(t, E) = (1 + t)-’ + O(E) 
G(t, E) = -(l + t)-’ - $e-(l-‘)/e + O(E). 
(5.42) 
6. EXPONENTIAL DICHOTOMIES 
LEMMA 6.1. There exist fundamental solutions 4(r) and v*(a) to the 
linear systems (2.6) and (2.7), satisfying the exponential dichotomies (2.8) 
and (2.9), respectively. 
Proof: We prove the existence of a fundamental solution 9; the proof 
for q* follows in an exactly analogous manner. The linear system (2.6) can 
be written in the form 
where A, := b,,(O, X0(O), Yo(W and d(r) := ~,,,(O, X,(O), Y,(O) + 
?a(~)) - V,, JO, X,(O), Y,(O)). We first consider the system 
4 
- = A,y. 
dr (6 4 
From Assumption 2 and Proposition 6.1 of Coppel [ll, p. 501 there exists a 
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fundamental solution Y to (6.2) such that 
Jf(~)pf-l(u) ( I K,e-“(‘-“) for 0 I u I 7, 
(f(r)(l- p)P-l(~)l I Kle-“(U-T) (6*3) for0 < 7 I u, 
where K, is a positive constant and 0 < v < (Y. Now consider the linear 
system (6.1) restricted to the interval J, = (~a, co), where T,, is a positive 
number such that 
(6.4 
It follows from Propo$tion 5.1 of Coppel [ll, p. 421 that there exists a 
fundamental solution X to (6.1) on (T,,, cc) such that 
lit(r)‘(u)I I K2e-Y1(7-U) for TO I u I 7, 
IR(r)(I - P)?‘(u)1 s K2e-‘~(“-‘) (6’5) for q-, I T I u, 
where K, = 12K: and vi = ~(1 - 1/6Kf). We may now extend d to the 
whole interval J = (0, cc). Given any fundamental solution Z(T) to (6.1) it 
follows from a routine Gronwall-type argument hat 
12(r)2-1(u) 1 I Nl for 0 i 7, u I TV, (6.6) 
where Ni = exp[ Mq,] and M = maxO <, S m 1 V,, JO, X,(O), Y,(O) + Yo( 7))). 
Now if 0 I (I I 7. I T I cc then 
IR(r)PR-l(a)1 ~I~(r)P~-l(ro)~~~(ro)~-l(u)I 
(6.7) 
I N,K,e -“d-d < NIKzeVoe-%(--l(). - 
If o I u I 7 I r. then 
li(rp2-yu)l I li(r)P(ro)l I~(ro)P~-‘(ro)l Ii(ro)R-‘(U)I 
5 N12K2 5 N12K2eY~T~e-Yl(r-U). 
(6 3) 
Hence 
IR( r)P?l( u)l I K~e-Y1(‘-U) forOIuIrIoc, (6.9) 
where K 3 = N2 e”lQ 1 . 
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LEMMA 6.2. Consider the linear system 
% = ~[A(t,~)+a(f,~)+A*(~,~)]x forOStIl,e>O 
(6.10) 
and assume that A(t, E) is a continuously diflerentiable n X n matrix-valued 
function, A( t, E) and dA/dt are bounded 
IA(t, &)I, G I M 
I I 
for 0 I t I 1, E > 0, (6.11) 
and the eigenvalues X = x(t, E) of A(t, E) satisfy (Re A(t, &)I 2 a > 0, uni- 
formb for 0 I t I 1, E > 0. This implies that there exists an integer k, 
0 I k s n, such that 
ReA,(t,e) 5 -LX < 0 for 0 I i I k, 
Re Xi(t, E) 2 (Y > 0 fork + 1 I i I n. 
If A and A* are continuous and satisfr the inequalities 
(6.12) 
forOItIl,~>O 
(6.13) 
2 M*e- %((l -t)/e) for 0 I t I; 1, E > 0, 
u2 a positive constant, then there exists a fundamental solution n(t, E) to 
(6.10) such that 
lrj( t, E)P~I-l(s, &)I S Ke-“l((‘-“)/‘) 
for 0 I s I t I 1, E > 0, 
Iq(t, &)(I - P)q-l(s, &)I I Ke-‘I((‘-‘)/“) 
for 0 I t I s I 1, E > 0, 
(6.14) 
Proof Making a change in variable T = t/E, we have 
A+,&) +A(+ +A* 2 for0575 I. 
E 
(6.15) 
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We first consider the linear system 
dI - = A(E7, &)jT 
dr 
(6.16) 
Since dA/dT = e(dA/dt) = O(e) we may conclude from Proposition 6.1 of 
[ll, p. 501 that there exists, for all sufficiently small E > 0, a fundamental 
solution ? to (6.16) such that 
I9( 7, E)PP-~( u, &)I I K,eP(‘-“) 
for0 < u 5 7 I l/~, 
If(T, &)(I - P)P-‘(a, &)I 5 K1e-“(-) 
for 0 < 7 I u I l/e, 
(6.17) 
where K, is a positive constant and 0 < v < (Y. Now consider the linear 
system (6.15) restricted to the interval J, = (q,, l/~ - T,,), where T,, is a 
fixed positive constant such that 
I v[36K;] -’ forTEJO. (6.18) 
It followspy Proposition 5.1, p. 42 of [ll] that there exists a fundamental 
solution X to (6.15) on the interval J, such that 
I&, E)d-‘(IJ, E)I < K2e-Y1(‘-o) 
1 
for701u171 --TV, 
E 
1X(7, &)(I - P)R-‘(a, &)I < K2e-Y1((r-T) 
(6.19) 
1 
for70171crI --TV, 
E 
where K, = 12K,’ and vi = v(1 - 1/6Kt). We now extend X to the 
whole interval J = (0,1/e). Given any fundamental solution Z(T, E) to 
(6.15) it follows from a routine GronwaIl-type argument hat 
1 1 
lZ(T, &)Z-yu, &)I I iv1 forO<7,u<T,,and- -T,,IT,UI - 
E 
(6100) 
where Ni = exp[( A4 + A? + M*) T,,]; note that iV1 is independent of E. Now 
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If 0 I u I 7 I 7. then 
IR(7, E)PR-yu, &)I I IR(7, E)kyTO, &)I @(To, E)PfyTo, &)I 
XIi(T,, e)2-yu, &)I (6.22) 
5 NfK, < N;LK2ey~TOe-y~(7-o). 
Hence 
IR(7, E)PFl(u, e)J I K3e-Y1(7-o) 
1 
for 0 s u s T I - - TV, (6.23) 
E 
where K, = N12ey170. In a similar manner it follows that 
18(7, &)(I - P)?l(u, &)I I K3e-‘1(“-‘) 
1 
forOS7IuI --To. 
’ (6.24) 
Finally, we may apply the same method to conclude that 
1 
forOIu<rI -. 
li(7, &)(I - P)F’(u, &)I I Ke-‘l(“-‘) 
E (6.25) 
1 
forOI7IuI -, 
E 
where K = K3N12eYlQ. Letting X(t, E) = @t/~, E) completes the Prof. 
LEMMA 6.3. Consider the system 
$ = [A(T, E) + B(T, E)]X for 0 IT I am, (6.26) 
where A( r, E) and B( 7, E) are continuous n X n matrix-valued functions, and 
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assume there exists a fundamental solution Y( r, E) to 
4 
z =&,E)Y 
satisfying an exponential dichotomy 
1 Y( 7, e)PY-‘( 24, &)I I Ke-‘l(‘-“) 
for 0 I u I7 I T1(&), 
1 Y(7, &)(I - P)Y-‘(u, E)I 5 KeCvl(“-‘) 
for 0 I7 I u I TJE), 
(6.27) 
(6.28) 
where K and y1 are positiue constants. If IB( T, E) 1 = 0(6(e)), where a(~) 
and a(&)~~(&) + 0 as E + O+, then there exists a fundamental solution 
X( 7, E) to (6.26) satisfying an exponential dichotomy 
1X( 7, e)PX-l( 24, &)I I Kle-Y3(s-“) 
for 0 5 U 5 7 < T1(E), 
1X(7, &)(I - P)X-l(u, &)I I Kle-Y3(u-s) 
for 0 I7 s u I T1(&), 
(6.29) 
where K, is a positive constant and 0 < v3 -C vl, and satisfying the estimates 
x(7, &)Px-l(7, E) = Y(T, &)PY-l(7, E) + O@(E)) 
for 0 2 7 5 q(e) 
x(0, E)Px-l(T, E) = Y(o, E)PY-l(T, E) + @(&)T1(E)) 
(6.30) 
for 0 I7 I TV. 
Proof. Lemma 6.3 follows from a direct application of the proof of 
Proposition 5.1 of Coppel [ll, p. 421. We briefly sketch the proof of Prop. 
5.1 of Coppel [1978] as it applies to the present result. 
By Lemma 5.2 of Coppel [ll, p. 401, given a fundamental solution Y(T, E) 
to (6.27) satisfying an exponential dichotomy there exists an n X n nonsin- 
gular matrix-valued function T = T( 7, E), ] T( and ] T-‘1 bounded, that 
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diagonalizes (6.27), i.e., Y( 7, E) = T( 7, E)Z( 7, E) and 
(6.31) 
where Z, and Z, are respectively k x k and (n - k) x (n - k) matrix- 
valued functions satisfying 
lZ1(T, &)Z,l(U, &)I 5 2K+-“~(‘-“) for 0 5 u S 7, 
IZ,(7, ~)Z;l(u, &)I I 2K2e-“1(“-‘) 
(6.32) 
for 0 5 7 5 u. 
Using T(7, E) the perturbed system (6.26) can be diagonalized up to 
0(8(e)); i.e., letting X(7, E) = T(7, E)W(T, E) we have 
(6.33) 
where the boundedness of ITI and ] T-‘1 imply that IT-‘BTI = O(~(E)). 
Using a further transformation W(r, E) = [I + H(T, E)]V( 7, E) Eq. (6.33) 
can be completely diagonalized, for all sufficiently small E > 0 (cf. Exercise 
9.2.7 of [46]) 
(6.34) 
where ] D, ] , ] D21, and I H) are of 0( S( E)). Using the fundamental solutions 
Z, and Z, and applying Proposition 1.1 of Coppel [ll, p. 21 we have, for all 
sufficiently small E > 0, 
1 v,( 7, E)T/;l( 11, E)I 2 Kle-Y3(7-U) for 0 5 u 5 7, 
1 V,( 7, &)V;l( u, &)I 2 Kle-Y3(U-7) for 0 I 7 5 u, 
(6.35) 
where K, = 12K3 and 0 < v3 < vI. Finally, since V,(O)V;‘(7) satisfies the 
integral equation 
V,(O)V;-‘(7.) = Z,(O)Z;‘(7) + ~TV,(0)v;l(u)DzZ,(tl)Z;l(~) du, 
(6.36) 
we have 
v,(o)v,-‘(7) = z,(0)z;l(7) + O(S(E)7l(&)). 
The results (6.29) and (6.30) now follow directly. 
(6.37) 
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LEMMA 6.4. Given fundamental solutions tl(u, E) and $(u, E) to the 
linear systems (2.6) and (2.7), respectively, on the interval 0 I u I :(I’ + 
l/v,)ln(l/e), where 
and 0 < v3 -C min{ vl, Ye}, that satisfy the exponential dichotomies 
lfi1(7, E)P+/,‘(U, &)I I Ke-‘3(‘-“) 
I+j,( 7, &)(I - P)Gj;‘( 24, &)I I Ke-“3(“-‘) 
;; ; ; ,” ; 1 (6.38) 
lq:(a, &)(I - P)T$-l(u, &)I I Ke-‘3(“-“) 
IT$(u, e)P~$-~(u, &)I I Ke-‘3(“-“) 
for 0 I u I u (6.39) 
for 0 5 0 5 u 
then for all sujkiently small E > 0, 
.A$ = x1 - .%gl + .x@*<(l) + O(E) 
$2 = s@(E) + O(E) (6.W 
s3 = A?p*(&) + O(E), 
where i(e) and S*(E) are bounded nonsingular matrices with bounded in- 
verses and 
f& := 4),,(S)(Z - p,*) 
$l = sj,(O, &)P+p(O, E) 
P2* = @(O, &)P?$-‘(O, E) (6.41) 
g1 := J (1’“3)‘n(1’%j1(o, E)(I - P)ij;‘(U, E)&& x,(o), 
0 
r,(O) + %0(u)) du 
$* := j ‘1’“3’1n’1’e’~~(0)Pg:_1(u, e)V& X,(l), Y,(l) + Y,*(u)) du. 
0 
Proof. First we show that 
I(Z - Pl)&(e)I I ZK*E~“~+~. (6.42) 
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Given an arbitrary fixed nonzero vector z,, and letting 
Z(T) = fj1(7, ~)Pij-'(0, E)Z~ = G1(7, &)Pfi-'(0, E)&(E)z,,, (6.43) 
it follows that 
We also have 
Z(T) = ij(~)(Z - P)fj-'(0)~l(~)~o + +~(T)P~-~(O)&)Z~, (6.45) 
and so 
hence 
I(Z - Pl)~l(~)~OI S 2K2e-2Y371~l(~)I 1~~1. 
Letting T = $(r + l/v&(1/~), we have 
I(Z - Pl)&)J I ~K*E~'Q+~. (6.47) 
Next we show that there exist nonsingular bounded matrices i(e) and 
S*(E) with bounded inverses such that 
ii(E) = I&) + o(Er’“3+l) 
(I - P;(E)) = (I - P*)S*(E) + o(&r’“‘+l). 
(6.48) 
From Lemma 5.1 of Coppel [ll, p. 391 there exists a nonsingular matrix 
S(E) such that 
&1(E) = S(E)PP(&) (6.49) 
and IS(E)] < a, IS-‘(E)] I fiK. Since @t(e)S”(e) = Si(e), i = l,..., k, 
where Si(&) denotes the ith column of S(E), we have 
L?(E) = P,S’(e) + (I- P1)fil(e)Si(e) for i = l,..., k. (6.50) 
Defining 
L?(E) = P(E) - (I - Pl)iQE)Si(E) for i = l,..., k, 
s;‘(e) = P(E) 
(6.51) 
fori=k+l,...,n, 
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it follows, since l(Z - Pi)$i(e)S’(e)l 5 2fiK*~~‘“l+~ for i = 1,. . . , k, 
that for all sufficiently small E > 0, S(e) is nonsingular and S(s) and 
S’-‘(E) are bounded. Furthermore, since Pi,!?(e) = p(e) for i = 1, . . . , k, 
there exist a nonsingular k x k matrix A(E) such that 
sl(E)P( “‘0”’ c,) = 4(O)P. (6.52) 
From the boundedness of S(E), S-l(e), t(O), and t-‘(O), it follows that 
A( E) and A - ‘(E) are bounded. Defining 
g-l(E), (6.53) 
we have 
P&E) = $(++(E) = if(E) + O(Er”‘+l). (6.54) 
It follows in a like manner that there exists a bounded nonsingular matrix 
S* with bounded inverse such that 
(1 - P2)s*(&) = (1 - P*(E)) + o(&r’y3+1). (6.55) 
Next we show that 
2&= P@, + .csl + O(E) 
9; = (I - P*)9? + 9* + O(E). 
Since (I - Pl)( Z - F(E)) = (I - PI) - (I - Pl)pl( E), we have 
(6.56) 
(1 - p,)+l(ot E)(z - p)$-‘(7, E) 
= (1 - Pl)f/(o)ij-l(~) - (1 - Pl)@l(E)fj(0)+j-l(T) (6.57) 
= q(o)(z - P)+p(T) - (I - Pl)&)ij(0)~-yT), 
and hence 
(I- f9~1= 21 - /, (1’u3)h’1’E)(z - Pl)kl(E)ij(0)ij-l(T) 
(6.58) 
X&,x@, x,(o), y,(o) + f&‘>) d7 + O(E). 
From a routine Grotwall-type argument it follows that 14(O]fj-‘(~)l I err, 
and since l(Z - P,)P,(e)I = O(E~“‘I+‘), we have (I - Pl).CSl = g1 + O(E). 
The result now follows from the fact that .& = P,$, + (I - PI).&. The 
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estimates for 9; follow in a like manner. The proof of Lemma 6.4 now 
follows from (6.48) and (6.56). 
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